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Abstract: The surface chemistry of carbon materials is predominantly explored using x-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS). However, many published papers have critical failures in the published
analysis, stemming from an ill-informed approach to analyzing the spectroscopic data. Herein, a
discussion on lineshapes and changes in the spectral envelope of predominantly graphitic materials
are explored, together with the use of the D-parameter, to ascertain graphitic content, using this infor-
mation to highlight a simple and logical approach to strengthen confidence in the functionalization
derived from the carbon core-level spectra.

Keywords: carbon; XPS; oxygen; fitting; quantification

1. Introduction

The chemistry of carbon materials is extremely important in fields such as catalysis,
energy storage, composite materials, and sensor technology to name but a few examples [1].
In the analysis of such materials, to obtain an understanding of the surface properties
the use of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been ubiquitous due to its inherent
surface sensitivity. Given the truly heterogenous nature of most carbons, with their bonds
to hetero atoms, different chemical species, and varying amounts of sp2 and sp3 carbon,
the carbon spectral envelope can become quite convoluted.

Many researchers approach the analysis of carbon from a single point of view, specifi-
cally analysis of solely the C (1s) region. Complementary analysis of the corresponding
heteroatom spectral regions (e.g., O (1s), S (2p), and N (1s)) is required to support the
conclusions drawn by the C (1s) analysis [2–5].

Erroneous analysis also stems from failure to apply an asymmetric shape to graphitic
carbon, which arises from final-state effects due to the photoelectron ejection [6–9], while
a failure to consider the presence of defects or changes in the electronic structure of the
carbon can also lead to mistaken assignments of peaks in a fitting model.

This paper reviews and addresses some of the key points that are commonly made in
error in the published literature, including photoemission line shapes, the use of the carbon
Auger and simple checks a researcher can perform to move towards a better understanding
of their carbon material and have confidence in their chemical state assignments from
peak fitting.

2. Experimental

Original data presented in this paper were collected on one of two XPS systems. The
first is a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha+ photoelectron spectrometer which utilizes micro-
focused monochromatic Alkα radiation over typically a 400 × 600 µm elliptical analysis
area (400-micron spot mode). Data were collected at a pass energy of 40 eV with a step size
of 0.1 eV.

The second system is a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD photoelectron spectrometer, again
utilizing monochromatic Alkα radiation but operating in its hybrid spectroscopy mode,
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with the slot aperture giving a rectangular analysis area of 700 × 300 µm. Unless otherwise
stated the pass energy was 20 eV for all high-resolution data collected with a step size of
0.1 eV.

Highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) samples were of ZYH quality, measuring
10 × 10 mm and acquired from Scanwel (Gwynedd, UK). All HOPG samples were cleaved
using adhesive tape in the entry lock of the spectrometer.

All graphitic samples, including HOPG, are taken to have the C (1s) peak for sp2

carbon at a binding energy of 284.5 eV, while sp3 samples were taken to have a C (1s)
energy of 285 eV. All data were processed using CasaXPS v2.3.24 [10].

3. Results

3.1. The C (1s) Spectrum of Diamond, HOPG and Graphitic Carbons

This paper will not consider the fitting of adventitious or polymeric carbon species
but will focus on predominantly graphitic and diamond-like materials. For discussion on
the former, the reader is directed to [11].

Diamond, with its sp3 hybridization, typically exhibits a Voigt-like peak shape and
is taken to have a binding energy of 285 eV [12,13]. The C (1s) core-level spectrum of
graphitic carbon, such as that of HOPG, is characterized by an asymmetric peak shape
with a binding energy typically reported as 284.5 eV (although values between 284.3 and
284.6 eV have been reported [12,14]) and a characteristic π-π* shake-up structure with
structure centered around 291 and 294.5 eV (Figure 1).

α

π π

 

Figure 1. Overlayed C (1s) core level for diamond (red spectra) and HOPG (green spectra) with inset
of the graphitic satellite structure.

The fitting of the graphitic C (1s) envelope is one of the most common errors encoun-
tered in the literature [15], and the asymmetric shape is something commonly ignored in
may published papers. Recently, Linford et al. [11] reported a method for fitting the C (1s)
envelope of graphitic carbon materials, using a reference spectrum of clean graphite/HOPG
as a model for the graphitic backbone. This method is useful and is indeed a method the
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current author has used for many years. However, as shown in Figure 2, an apparently
pure sp2 graphitic carbon (here a “nano-onion” [3]) cannot be fitted with the parameters
taken from HOPG and likely stems from a combination of hydrogenation and the curvature
of the carbon surface [14].

π π

Figure 2. (a) C (1s) core-level and (b) survey spectra for HOPG, and hydrogenated “nano-onion”
carbons illustrating the influence of hydrogenation on the C (1s) spectra.

Hydrogenation undoubtedly introduces some sp3 character given the broadening
around 285 eV and accompanied by a reduction in the D-parameter (discussed in the
following section) to 20.5. However, note the broadening with respect to the narrow HOPG
spectrum, taking the difference spectra (not shown) shows some perturbation of the π-π*
shake-up, which may be expected if there is a lattice disruption, accompanied with some
broadening centered at 284.8 and 284 eV and are values consistent with Blume et al. [14]
and assigned as disordered (thought to be due to random orientations of dangling bonds
with respect to the carbon atoms) and defective carbon, respectively. Such defective
induced broadening will cause a change in the main peak asymmetry due to screening of
localized areas of charge and the need to adjust any asymmetric fitting parameters for the
graphitic peak.

As will be shown in the following sections, analysis, especially fitting, of the C (1s)
envelope for graphitic materials is complex and should not be fitted unless a rigorous and
self-consistent model is used.

3.2. The C (KVV) Auger Peak and the D-Parameter

Not to be confused with the D-band in Raman spectroscopy of carbon materials, which
is a measure of disorder of the graphitic material [16–18], use of the XPS-derived D-parameter
to discriminate carbon states was demonstrated by Lascovich and co-workers [19–22], who
showed a linear relationship existed between the extremes of pure sp2 and sp3 carbons
by taking the first differential of the carbon Auger peak, where depending upon the
relative concentrations of sp2 and sp3 carbon, the separation (D, hence D-parameter) of
the differential maxima and minima differ greatly. Figure 3 shows a plot of the values of
Lascovich et al. together with the first differential of the Auger peaks for diamond and
HOPG. This approach has successfully been used to distinguish sp2 and sp3 rich carbon
rich domains through XPS mapping experiments [23,24].
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Figure 3. Plot of XPS-derived D-parameter (values taken from [19–22]) and the first differential of
the C (KVV) Auger for diamond and clean HOPG indicating the XPS-derived D-parameter.

Consideration should be given in taking the D-parameter as an exact value, however.
The electron kinetic energy of the Auger peak is lower than that of the C (1s) photoelectron
kinetic energy (ca. 260 and 1200 eV, respectively), yielding an electron inelastic mean free
path (IMFP) of 3.3 nm for the core-level photoelectron and 1.1 nm for the Auger electron—a
threefold difference in electron depth and therefore a similar magnitude of difference in the
XPS information depth [25]. The Auger electrons are more surface sensitive, hence sensitive
to contamination. This is demonstrated by the data in Figure 4, where a freshly cleaved
HOPG sample has been analyzed and then gently cleaned using an argon cluster source
(operating at 4 kV, 2000 atoms); note how the C (1s) data are almost indistinguishable,
while the Auger peaks differ significantly. The D-parameters here are 22 eV (cleaved) and
23.5 eV (cluster cleaned [26]), the latter being higher than that previously reported, while
the former is in the range typically reported for graphite [12,13,19–21,23,27]; note none of
these references mention in situ cleaning.

Figure 4. Overlayed data for (a) C (1s) core-level, (b) C (KVV) Auger and (c) first derivative C (KVV)
spectra for freshly cleaved (red) and argon cluster cleaned (green) HOPG.
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Irrespective of these values, there will be an uncertainty in the determination of the
D-parameter depending on the method and parameters used. Table 1 shows calculated
values of the D-parameter from two common XPS analysis software packages using the
default available options illustrating how, depending on the method used, the D-parameter
can vary by as much as 1.5 eV, corresponding to a variance of ca. 20% sp2 content using the
data plotted in Figure 3.

Table 1. D-parameter values for cluster cleaned HOPG determined by different software and methods.

Software Method Parameters Used D-Parameter/eV

Thermo
Scientific Avantage

v5.9925

D-parameter
in-built routine

Gaussian, Smooth width 2, Differentiation width 1 24.0
Savitsky–Golay, Smooth width 2, Differentiation

width 1
24.0

Moving Average, Smooth width 2, Differentiation
width 1

24.0

Wiener, Smooth width 2, Differentiation width 1 22.5
Gaussian, Smooth width 2, Differentiation width 1,

Quartic Fit
23.5

Savitsky–Golay, Smooth width 2, Differentiation
width 1, Quartic Fit

23.5

Moving Average, Smooth width 2, Differentiation
width 1, Quartic Fit

23.5

Wiener, Smooth width 2, Differentiation width 1,
Quartic Fit

23.0

CasaXPS v2.3.24

Polynomial regression
followed by “SP”
background type

“PR” background with value of 35, Differentiation
of synthetic envelope

24.5

“PR” background with value of 32, Differentiation
of synthetic envelope

24.0

Differentiation
followed by “SP”
background type

Savitsky–Golay Quadratic smoothing width 5 24.5
Savitsky–Golay Quadratic smoothing width 7 24.0
Savitsky–Golay Quadratic smoothing width 9 23.5

Savitsky–Golay Quadratic smoothing width 15 23.5

It is worth noting the C (KVV) Auger is typically recorded at a high pass energy, a
step size of 0.5 eV and sufficient scans for a good signal-to-noise ratio (typically at least
×50) [28].

3.3. Complementary Use of the C (1s) and O (1s) Spectra

The presence of oxygen functionalities on the carbon surface is expected to have a
notable influence on the shape of the C (1s) spectra due to the formation of different carbon–
oxygen bonds. However, these changes are not always clear, especially if the moieties
are in low concentration or poorly dispersed. The C-O signals themselves are generally
found between ca. 285 and 290 eV, i.e., between the C-C peak and the satellite structure for
graphitic carbon, and are fitted with the assumption that each C-O species will have equal
FWHMs. Table 2 gives some typical ranges for carbon species relative to graphitic carbon;
note how some fall in the region of the carbon satellite structure.

A meaningful fit can only be made by appreciation of the asymmetric tail of the sp2

carbon which forms a pseudo-background on which these signals are superimposed. A
simple check of the fit can be made by comparing the corrected integrated photoelectron
peak areas of the C-O-containing functions (while ignoring any C-C and π-π* structure)
with that of the total oxygen content. Ideally, these should be equal but given uncertainty in
fitting given appropriate line shape selection, etc., then a small mismatch in the range of ca.
1 at % can be considered good. An example of this approach is shown in Figure 5, the data
are of a commercially available plasma-oxidized few-layer graphene sample, where the
total oxygen content (ca. 17 at%) is approximately equal with all four oxygen-containing
functionalities; the difference being <0.3 at%.
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Table 2. Typical ranges for C (1s) species relative to graphitic carbon at 284.5 eV [29].

Speciation Binding Energy Range Relative to 284.5 eV

C-C/C-H 284.8–285.5
C-O-C/C-OH 286.0–287.0

R-C = O/O-C-O 287.5–288.5
O-C = O/CO3 288.5–289.0

R-(CO)-O-(CO)-R 289.0–290.0
R-O-(CO)-O-R 290.0–295.5

CF/Cl 286.5–287.5
CF2 290.0–291.0
CF3 291.0–292.0

Figure 5. Fitted (a) C(1s) and unfitted (b) O (1s) spectra for an oxidized graphitic carbon.

Note that in this example, the O (1s) has not been fitted, but by having increased
confidence in our C (1s) fit, we could now begin to assign chemistry to the O (1s) region,
but this is not always necessary, nor easy, especially as some functionalities can have very
similar binding energies [29]. The oxygen region can also be used diagnostically, with
the tail to higher binding energy indicating the satellite structure of carbonyl-containing
fragments and should be used to inform the fit of the C (1s) envelope.

Using this informed approach, the fit yields a sp3 carbon content of ca. 15.5%, in
excellent agreement with the measured D-parameter of this sample (value 21 (±0.5 eV),
which is ca. 15% sp3 based on data in Figure 3), whereas significant deviation is found
when fitting the C (1s) spectrum alone, leading to some larger disparity between the sp3

content derived from the D-parameter and peak fit [30].
Of course, the data in Figure 5 are a well-defined case, but serve to illustrate that

appreciation of these spectra features can influence our fitting and understanding of the C
(1s) spectrum, especially if the C (1s) spectra is not as clearly oxidized as that shown.

Such assignments can be confirmed by chemical derivatization [31,32] using fluorine-
or nitrogen-containing reagents with emphasis on changes observed in the O(1s) region.
For example, Burgess et al. have shown for acid-treated HOPG, alcohol, ketone and ether
functions can be selectively reacted and identified; -COOH functionalities can also be
derivatized, but no evidence of these were found in that work [33]. Unpublished work
from the same laboratory shows such derivatization also works for carbon powders.
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4. Conclusions

A brief overview has been presented on a systematic approach to extracting chemical
information for the functionalities on graphitic carbons. Using the logical approach and,
where applicable, parameters discussed herein, using the O (1s) spectrum in a complimen-
tary manner, then an algorithmicized approach to fitting, such as that shown in Figure 6,
will lead to more reliable and meaningful chemical speciation being extracted from the
C (1s) spectrum of the carbon material for functionalized carbon such as graphitic and
fullerene materials [34,35].

 

Figure 6. Methodology for the fitting of carbon materials described as a flowchart.
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